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Offer of coal in Roadr/RCR mode to Power Sector Consumers.
This is for information to all the Power sector consumers (CI5US, fSU's, State Gencos & IPP's
through LOA Route) having valid FSAs , that MCL is offering coal to power plants through
Road/RCR mode. The details of source-wise, size-wise offer are as follows :fig in MT

Mine Stock

5l No

Mine

1

Hingula OCP

(-) 100 mm

G13

3.29

2

Balaram OCP

(-) 100 mm

G13

2.42

3

Bharatpur OCP

(-) 100 mm

G13

1.56

4

Ananta OCP
Jagannath OCP

(-) 100 mm

Gt2

0.93

(-) 10O mm

G72

0.84
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The coal shall be released subject to payment of coal value in advance @ as delivered price of
coal ex pithead. Power houses having allocation from MCL under Import Substitution may
also opt for taking coal through Road/RCR mode in lieu of Rail mode from the above referred
sources for early augmentation of coal supplies. Consumers are required to make their own
coal transporting arrangements to lift coal from the offered sources.

Particularly, powerhouses whose coal stock is at critical level may make use of this offer to
augment coal supplies through Road/RCR mode from rnines of MCL having sufficient stock.
Consumers interested may kindly deposit the advance coal value mentioning the source of
supply intended and submit application for release of coal. The coal shall be released on first
cum first serve basis limited to dispatch capacity by Road of respective mines.
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Distribution:
1. GM/TS to CMD, MCL
2. GM (M&s), c[
3. GM (Systems) MCL-for hoisting the same on the MCL's website.
4. Area GMs ( Jagannath, Bharatpur,Hingula)
4. CM (Comml)/CM(Opm), MCL
5. Mgr (RoadSaIes),MCL/ Mgr [in/Sales), MCL
Copy for kind information to:
1. AS (Ihermal), MoB GoI

CMD, MCL
loint Secretary, MoC, GoI
4. Director (CPD), MOC, New Delhi
5. Director (FSC), Minishy of Power
6. Director (Tech/Op), MCL/ Director (Tech/P&P), MCL
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